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PRESIDENT’S LOVE LETTER
Dear Readers,
Welcome to Love Tuner 2016, an annual publication by the NUS
Students' Community Service Club (CSC) that showcases our
volunteers, their journeys, and their memories over the past year.
Through the friendships and bonds forged over a common passion for
volunteering, CSC has become a second family to many. The concept
of Love Tuner 2016 reflects on these shared memories, bringing us
through the CSC Family's many memorable moments.
Volunteering is a process and a mindset. With passion, heart and commitment, we believe
that everyone can be a volunteer. In spite of commitments to academics, friends, and
families, it is heartening to see our volunteers in our 11 Regular Volunteering Programmes, 7
Special Projects, and 4 eXternal Partners self-motivated and passionate about going the
extra mile. Going through and growing through such experiences, I believe that each
volunteer has made a difference in the lives of those he/ she has come into contact with.
I am extremely grateful to have been part of this journey and family. On behalf of the 14th
Management Committee, I would like to thank all our volunteers, partners, sponsors, donors,
and anyone who has contributed to CSC in our past 14 years. We all share an inextricable
part in the moments of sparkle and joy our beneficiaries and friends enjoy, made possible by
the collective efforts as a family. Let us strive to continue giving our best to enrich, empower,
and excite this world through our love of volunteerism.
Yours Sincerely,
Ng Aik Loong (Kenneth)
President
14th Management Committee

EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear Readers,
We are proud to present to you Love Tuner 2015-2016! This year’s
edition focuses on the theme of “Family & Friends” in CSC. We aim to
capture the friendship and bonds that you forge with your fellow
volunteers through your love for volunteering. We hope that this book
serves as a memento that will be a reminder of your friendship for
many years to come.
Yours Sincerely,
Lam Zhi Tat Alvin & Ng Si Han
Publications & Publicity Cell
14th Management Committee
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THE CLUB
Formed in October 2002, the NUS Students’ Community
Service Club (NUS CSC) is one of the four non-faculty
Constituent Clubs under the National University of
Singapore Students' Union.
NUS CSC is committed to the idea that less fortunate members of
our society should never be forgotten, and thus devotes continuous service to
the community. Since our inception, CSC has undergone rapid development with
the establishment of 11 Regular Volunteering Programmes, 7 Special Projects,
and 4 eXternal Partners. Opportunities are abound for NUS undergraduates,
given the numerous programmes and projects, to serve the various needy groups
in the society. With an active membership of about 4000 students, NUS CSC is
taking initiatives to promote volunteerism amongst the student population, as
well as to raise awareness of our beneficiaries amongst the public.

Regular Volunteering Programmes
RVPs focus on volunteering on a regular basis. Currently, our RVPs work with
children, youth, elderly persons, persons with life-limiting illnesses and persons
with intellectual disability.
Special Projects
SPs take place annually. Each of these projects serve as a platform to foster the
club’s mission of promoting volunteerism and reaching out to various sectors of
society.
eXternal Partners
XPs are projects supported by the club but the planning and management of
these projects are under the purview of their respective organisations.
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OUR MISSION

“To develop
volunteerism amongst
NUS undergraduates in
a nurturing
environment that
fosters community
service.”

ABOUT NVN

NUS CSC is part of the NUS Volunteer Network
(NVN). Established in 2007, NVN comprises NUS
CSC, NUS Volunteer Action Committee (NVAC),
Red Cross Youth - NUS Chapter and NUS
Rotaract Club. The network seeks to provide a
wider range of volunteering opportunities for the
NUS Community.
facebook.com/groups/nusvolunteernetwork
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REGULAR
VOLUNTEERING
PROGRAMMES
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CHILDREN/YOUTH
Clementi Youth Sparks
Dayspring
TEACH!
Yishun Reading Stars
Youth Beacons

ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL
Havenue
L-derly Befrienders
T.H.E. Seniors

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

Best Buddies
Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled
MINDSville@Napiri
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CHILDREN/YOUTH

CLEMENTI YOUTH SPARKS
Clementi Youth Sparks (CYS) is a Regular Volunteering Programme conducted in
partnership with Clementi Students Care Service (SCS), under a programme
known as Realizing Academic Potential (RAP). There are two main programmes
under RAP- Night Study and Bookball.
NUS volunteers engage the students at SCS preparing for GCE “N” Level
examinations by creating a conducive learning environment and instilling selfmotivation in them. These youths are at low-medium risk of falling into juvenile
delinquency, thus volunteers act as positive role models to guide their learning
and realising their potential.

My favourite moments are always when I see that the beneficiaries enjoyed the sessions and
learnt from the volunteers. Once, at the party, I was serving everyone when some of the
beneficiaries emulated my behaviour and they initiated conversations with my volunteers.
I loved how some volunteers are open minded and committed to maintain relationships with
other volunteers. It was joy when I could go overseas with my previous committee and we
shared a very memorable day at Johor Bahru.
All in all, without Clementi Youth Sparks (CYS), I won't get to know Gong Yi, the super
encouraging and committed teacher-to- be, Ying Jie, the sweet and cheerful and reliable
partner-in- crime for my committee this year and Jia Liang, the one who has great plans,
ambitions and always willing to sacrifice for the sake of others to create better environment
ex-chairperson. Hope to learn and grow with all that I came to knew in this CSC family.
Ng Wei Ghee, Chairperson
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CHILDREN/YOUTH
cys.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.cys
nuscsc.cys@gmail.com
Location: Clementi Students Care Service (SCS)
329 Clementi Ave 2 #01-248
Singapore 120329
Dates:
Night Study:
Wednesdays, 7PM- 9PM
Bookball:
Fridays, 3PM- 7PM

I found that textbook methods were not truly
effective to motivate students and instead
found the best results understanding them as
individuals which allowed me to also form
better relations with them. This reminded me
of the true focus of CIP, which places
beneficiaries and their needs first. Ultimately, I
think remaining cognisant of this beneficiaryoriented purpose is most important for new
volunteers.
Desiree Quah Huei Yin, Welfare Head
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It has been a joy interacting with the
youths and it is always heart-warming to
know that they trust you enough to reveal
a bit more about their personal lives every
now and then. Really thankful to be part
of the welcoming and friendly CYS family,
where fellow volunteers look out for one
another and feel comfortable joking with
each other!
Lau Xin Yi, Publicity/Volunteer
Management Head

CHILDREN/YOUTH

DAYSPRING
Dayspring’s volunteers tutor and befriend teenaged girls who reside in the
DaySpring Residential Treatment Centre. Through interacting with the girls, we
seek to empower and instil confidence in them.

Being part of Dayspring has been an
enriching and fulfilling experience. Through
interacting with the girls, I have gained
insights and refreshing perspectives on
certain issues. Watching the girls grow closer
to us and seeing their smiles was truly
rewarding, especially since it is difficult for
most of them to open up to others. It has
been a joy to be able to brighten up the
girls' Tuesday nights and to serve with such a
committed group of volunteers!
Yvonne Goh Jia Yu, Chairperson

Whenever I think of Dayspring, I will always remember how my tutee greets me with a bright
smile whenever we arrive, and the effort that she puts into the little cards that she makes for
me. Such memories make my weekly Dayspring sessions worthwhile and homely.
Liew Hwei Ling (Jocelyn), Secretary
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CHILDREN/YOUTH
dayspring.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.dayspring
nuscsc.dayspring@gmail.com
Location: DaySpring Residential Treatment
Centre
234 Turf Club Road
Dates:
Group 1: Tuesdays, 8PM- 9.30PM
Group 2: Wednesdays, 8PM- 9.30PM
Like every other new experience, I went into
Dayspring full of anticipation and nervousness,
not knowing what to expect. A year later, my
biggest takeaway is becoming my tutee's
friend, hearing her share about her everyday
encounters and laughing together with her.
Thank you for the memories Dayspring!
Lee Chun Wei Jeslyn, Volunteer

CSC feels like a family because it gives us
a platform to interact and connect with
our tutees and even fellow members
without any judgement. Even though
there is only one session per week,
coming together and bonding with fellow
club members and the tutees are always
exciting and memorable.
Ang Zi Qing, Volunteer
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CHILDREN/YOUTH

TEACH!
THE EDUCATORS AT CHEN SU LAN HOME!

At TEACH! (The Educators at Chen Su Lan Home), we tutor the residents of Chen
Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home on a 1:1 basis. Regular sessions take place on
Thursday evenings from 7.30pm to 9pm. Beyond tutoring, we aim to actively
befriend and serve as a role model to the children, as well as plan special events
at the home to promote interaction and learning. Come join the TEACH! Family
complete with a meaningful volunteering experience and weekly supper jios!

At TEACH!, even though we are here to primarily
provide academic tutoring, I know for a fact that our
efforts go beyond that. In the process of spending half
the time chasing the kids around and talking nonsense,
or doing homework but getting distracted every
minute, the time spent together is some of the most
fun I’ve had. At the end of the day, I am optimistic that
we have forged meaningful friendships and served as
good role models for the children.
Louis Wong Choon Kit, Chairperson (Internal)
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CHILDREN/YOUTH
teach.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.teach
nuscsc.teach@gmail.com
Location: Chen Su Lan Methodist
Children’s Home
202, Serangoon Garden Way, Singapore
556057
Dates:
Thursdays, 7.30PM- 9PM
Spending two years with TEACH! has allowed me
to forge bonds and precious friendships with my
fellow volunteers as well as with my paired kid.
While there are times when the session doesn’t
go according to plan, I’ve learnt that its okay if
the relationship grows and we try to build trust.
Bianche Lim Yi Lei, Chairperson (External)
From meeting like minded
volunteers to tutoring the
active kids, they never fail
to make my Thursday
nights better every week.
Not only have I gained
precious friendships in this
TEACH! family, it warms
when I find my kid slowly
opening up himself to me
to allow me to learn more
about him beyond just
tutoring.
Lim Jia Mei, Volunteer

To me, volunteering isn't all about serving the
community. Its about having a common shared
experience with a group of like-minded
individuals who have similar interest in doing the
same for society. This is what makes volunteering
priceless, the identity that we have that allows us
to call CSC our home.
Kenneth Peh, Volunteer
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CHILDREN/YOUTH

YISHUN READING STARS
Yishun Reading Stars (YRS) is a Regular Volunteering Programme conducted in
partnership with Yishun Students Care Service (SCS), under a programme known
as Reading Odyssey.
Reading Odyssey is a reading programme catered for P1 to P3 mainstream
school children who are often present with weak literacy skills and low interest in
reading. During our regular sessions, NUS Volunteers have fun with the children
in three segments, 1-1 guided reading, group storytelling activities and cognitiveskills games.
We have 8 regular sessions per semester which takes place on Friday evenings. In
addition, we also organise a fun-filled end-of-year camp in December and a
major outing in June for the children every year!

As a committee member in YRS, it was a memorable learning journey for me as our team
worked together closely to manage the Reading Odyssey programme. When we see the
happy and appreciative faces of our children at YRS every Friday night made the effort that
we put in sweeter and more worth it. One of the most heartwarming moments are seen when
our volunteers give their best to the children in the short time they spend together every
Friday and close friendships between them are often forged in the process.
Stanrly Moo Jia Lir, Chairperson
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CHILDREN/YOUTH
yrs.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.yrs
nuscsc.yrs@gmail.com
Location: Students Care Service (Yishun)
Blk. 202, Yishun Street 22, #01-89
(Near Yishun MRT Station, opposite
Yishun Golden Village Cinema)
Dates:
Fridays, 7PM- 10PM

Through simple activities like guiding the children’s reading or playing cognitive games with
them, I genuinely feel like I’m guiding my younger sibling. Witnessing my child’s
improvement over the semester makes me feel really proud of him. YRS enables us to give
the children out fullest attention and love, which can go a long way in their progression. The
bonds we have with our children is unlike any other; meaningful and fulfilling.
Quah Yan Teik, Volunteer

YRS has allowed me to
guide a child that I
have never thought I
could. I felt the warmth
when I received their
appreciation. We are a
family where the
volunteers work hard
together with the spirit
of volunteerism and
together we will
nurture the children to
achieve their stars!
Ng May Ying,
Volunteer

The 2 years stay in YRS have been an enriching experience
where friendships are being fostered with both the kids and
volunteers. Apart from interpersonal skills, the knowledge gain
from interactions with different groups of people have shaped
me into a better person. Though Friday evening is not the same
as before, it has become something meaningful that I look
forward to weekly.
Wong Si Ying Vinncent, Publicity and Welfare Head
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CHILDREN/YOUTH

YOUTH BEACONS
Being a leadership development programme for youths at low-medium risk of
juvenile delinquency, Youth Beacons partners with Care Corner Singapore Ltd,
IGNITERS Youth Centre to provide a positive role model for the youths to
emulate after. Our volunteers aim to befriend and influence the youths, instilling
in them values that would hopefully stay with them for life. Sessions are held
every Tuesday, 1800-2100 at Care Corner Singapore Ltd, IGNITERS Youth Centre.

I first knew about Youth Beacons (Youth Rangers at that time) when I signed up as a ad hoc
volunteer for their AY14/15 adventure camp for the beneficaries. I decided to join Youth
Beacons, taking on the role of co-chairman. The journey had been a rewarding one as we
befriended the youths and have the privilege to witness their growth. As the co-chair, I work
closely with my committee to bring my volunteers together through bonding sessions and
celebrating birthdays.
Lim Hui Xuan Clara, Chairperson (Internal)
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CHILDREN/YOUTH
youthbeacons.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.youthbeacons
nuscsc.beacons@gmail.com
Location: Care Corner Singapore Ltd,
IGNITERS Youth Centre Blk 345
Woodlands Street 32 #01-198

Youth Beacons is a learning odyssey for both
us volunteers and the youths. It's very
heartening to see our youths mature, discover
new facets of themselves and care for each
other. As they search for their purpose in this
world, we are all growing together. I'm proud
of them.

(5 minute walk from Woodlands MRT)

Leong Rong Shan, Assistant Programmes
Head/Publicity Head

Dates:
Wednesdays, 6PM- 9PM
I enjoyed the interactions and friendships
forged during Youth Beacon. Also it is
gratifying to know that I played a part in
imparting valuable life skills, such as
stress and conflict management. It is
especially heart-warming to see the
positive changes in the youths and
knowing they enjoyed the workshops.
Tee Hong Giap, Volunteer

I am thankful to my fellow volunteers who
constantly encourage me to take the initiative
to interact with the youths. As an introvert, it
was a great pushing force for me to step out of
my comfort zone. Glad to know that the youths
see the volunteers as friends.
Ng Yun Yun, Volunteer
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ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL

HAVENUE
Havenue partners with HCA Hospice Care to organise weekly visitations to
patients' homes.
These patients have been diagnosed with terminal illness and often live alone
without much familial support. Our role as volunteers is primarily to befriend
patients and to offer social-emotional support to them. We want to accompany
them along this final journey and to bring joy to the remaining time that they
have left.
Visitations take place every Saturday morning. Volunteers can choose to visit one
of three patients located at Bukit Gombak, Bedok and Whampoa. In addition,
Havenue also organises ad-hoc events/activities at HCA during semester breaks.

I thank the CSC community for motivating me to
commit to regular volunteering. Sometimes
volunteering for the elderly/terminally ill sector can
be quite emotionally and physically draining. But
when I see the dedication of my fellow RVP
volunteers, sector members, and committee
members, I am spurred to soldier on and to put the
beneficiaries first before all else. I would not have
found as much meaning in volunteering without the
support of CSC members that I volunteered with!
Ho Zhi Hao Moses, Chairperson
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ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL
havenue.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.havenue
nuscsc.havenue@gmail.com
Location:
Bukit Gombak, Bedok & Whampoa
Dates:
Saturdays, 10AM- 12PM
I’m very blessed to be able to be a part
of the Havenue family. I have made
many friends I hold close to my heart
that have the same passion in
volunteering. They also have inspired
and encouraged me to continuously
give back to the society. :)
Teo Wei Ling, Volunteer
It is really cool to meet nice people from
different faculties who take time out to visit the
elderly like yeye. Before volunteering with
Havenue I didn’t think that it would really
impact me but interacting with yeye changed
that and the programme does mean a lot to
him so it is making a difference.
Kimberly Kao, Volunteer

Havenue is definitely an RVP that I did not regret joining. Not only am I able to provide help
to the beneficiary, I have also forged strong bonds with the fellow warm-hearted volunteers
in Havenue. Also, I sincerely hope that yeye will continue to stay happy and healthy. Thank
you Havenue! ❤
Ong Shi Yi (Sharlyn), Volunteer
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ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL

L-DERLY BEFRIENDERS
L-derly Befrienders visits underprivileged elderly at Blk 3, Jalan Bt Merah every
Saturday, from 10am-12pm. Under LB, we have about 10 elderly beneficiaries
whom we aim to visit at least once every month. Volunteers are split into groups
and visit about 1-3 elderly every visit per group. Some of our activities include:
interacting with the elderly, eating lunch with them and simple housework.
Volunteers may also look forward to post-visit lunches at the famous ABC food
centre and IKEA at Alexandra! LB also organises festival celebrations and an
annual major outing for more beneficiaries and NUS volunteers to participate in.

The sincerity and commitment of the volunteers
towards the elderly always inspires me to contribute
more. Most of us joined LB on our own, but many of
us have since become good friends with a common
passion to improve the welfare of our beneficiaries.
Even though it may get tiring to travel down every
Saturday morning, experiencing the happiness of
the elderly in our company and the friendships we
share have motivated many of us to continue
volunteering after years.
Fennie Wong Choy Chin, Chairperson
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ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL
lb.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.lderlybefrienders
nuscsc.lb@gmail.com
@nuscsc.lderlybefrienders
Location:
Blk 3 Jalan Bukit Merah, behind IKEA and
beside ABC Brickworks Food Centre
Dates:
Saturdays, 10AM- 12PM

I will remember the smiles on the elderly
faces when they see our faces, the sincere
words of thanks after our events and that
warm feeling when they actually made an
effort to remember your name. They have
so much to share about their life
experiences, allowing us to see things
through another perspective and makes
me treasure what I have even more.
Eileen Phoa Ying Ning, Vice-Chairperson

It has been a wonderful experience to
volunteer at L-derly Befrienders. Our
beneficiaries are lovely and cute elderly
who are able to make you smile effortlessly
and they appreciate every little things we
do. You'll also meet like-minded volunteers
here who are passionate about helping
those in need!
Michelle Lau Wei Teng, Programmes Head

LB is a small yet powerful RVP
and I am so honoured to be part
of the Family. I enjoy spending
my Saturday mornings with our
beneficiaries knowing that they,
too, look forward to seeing us
and showering us with care,
concern, and useful advice
based on their experiences.
Tan Zi Xin, Volunteer
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ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL

T.H.E. SENIORS
TOUCH THE HEARTS OF THE ELDERLY SENIORS

T.H.E.S (Touch the Hearts of the Elderly Seniors) is one of the three RVPs under
the Elderly/Terminally Ill sector in NUS CSC. We befriend elderly staying in one
room rental flat regularly every week at Geylang Bahru from 10.30am to 12.30pm
to provide them with a helping hand and, more importantly, companionship.

Volunteering is not just about helping out
with housework only. It’s about us being
there to talk and to listen to our elderly.
It’s about our presence and our
companionship. “Time is the greatest gift
that you can give someone. When you
give someone your time, you are giving
them a portion of your life that you’ll
never get back.” Thanks all volunteers for
giving our elderly your time! You truly
TOUCH the Hearts of our Elderly Seniors!
<3
Ang Shi Min Charmaine, Chairperson
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ELDERLY/TERMINALLY ILL
thes.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.thes
nuscsc.thes@gmail.com
Location: TOUCH Seniors Activity Centre
(TSAC), Block 61 Geylang Bahru
(Nearest MRT station is Kallang MRT
Station)
Dates:
Alternate Saturdays, 10.30AM- 12.30PM
It was great to see the small little triumphs
and breakthroughs attained by both
Mdm. C and Mr. O. Changes do not
always have to be exceptionally grandiose
to be impressive and noteworthy. Thankful
that both of them have allowed the other
volunteers and I to witness these small
steps of growth in their lives!
Ang Wei Feng, Volunteer
These are perhaps the reasons that make me
look forward to come for regular visits every
week. Having conversations with the elderly is
not only enriching, it is also relaxing and
homely, which diverges my attention from my
stressful schoolwork. Besides the elderly, the
volunteers in T.H.E.S are also inspiring and
encouraging. :)
Koh Yen Sin, Volunteer

I feel that every single visit I went truly
widened my horizon and helped me to
have a bigger heart. At the end of every
visit, I learn a little bit more about not just
our seniors but also fellow T.H.E.S
volunteers and myself. :)
Chuah Yuan Qin, Publicity Head
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INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED

BEST BUDDIES
Best Buddies is a buddying programme between NUS volunteers and clients with
mild intellectual disability from the Association for Persons with Special Needs
(APSN). We aim to help these clients gain independence in our society, which
they are perfectly capable of, but lack due to the limitations on their social circles
and skills. We have a monthly mass gathering to different exciting places around
Singapore. In addition, buddy pairs go on regular outings (at your own time),
doing all sorts of activities they can think of under the sun - shopping, visiting the
museums, or even watching a movie.

As a chairperson for Best Buddies (AY2015/16), one of my key roles was to come up with
engaging activities with my committee that will help to bond volunteers and beneficiaries.
Best Buddies camp held in January was the most memorable event for me as both volunteers
and beneficiaries enjoyed the games and as a committee, we also bonded over the
preparation for the camp.
Lee Hui En, Chairperson
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INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED
bestbuddies.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.bestbuddies
nuscsc.bestbuddies@gmail.com
Location: APSN Centre For Adults
11 Jalan Ubi, Singapore 409074
(Meetings are not usually held here)
Dates:
Subject to own arrangements

It’s my second year in Best Buddies
and despite having taken up the
position of vice-chairperson, every
outing still feels like I’m just hanging
out with my friends. It’s always a
joyful day when there is BB mass
gathering as the beneficiaries never
fail to bring laughter to my life with
their cheerful personality. My most
heart-warming experience from BB
will definitely be hearing from
volunteers or beneficiaries about
how much they have enjoyed our
programme and how it has impacted
their lives.
Neo Hui Yi, Vice-Chairperson

Best Buddies has taught me a lot about Intellectual Disability. Throughout my three years in
BB, I have gotten to know and understand the buddies on a personal level, and it always
warms my heart and makes me happy when I hear about their happy stories.
Emily Tan Yi Xuan, Publicity Head
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INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

BISHAN HOME FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED
At Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled, our volunteers befriend residents
and engage them in interactive activities such as art and craft, games and sing-along sessions. Our aims are to raise awareness for Persons with Intellectual
Disabilities (PwID), learn together with them on simple teamwork and hygiene
skills, and most importantly, to befriend and have fun together! Our volunteering
sessions are on every Saturday, 10am to 12pm, at Bishan Home for the
Intellectually Disabled!

One special memory that I recall was at
National Orchid Gardens, where there were
many acts of kindness, such as volunteers
helping beneficiaries wear their poncho, and
helping to shelter each other in the heavy
rain. These memories are truly the most
precious and heartwarming to me. Being
part of NUS CSC @ BHID family has given
and taught me so much more than what I
had expected, and I’m glad to spend my
Saturday mornings having fun with the
beneficiaries!
Tan Mei Ling, Chairperson
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INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY
bhid.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.bhid
nuscsc.bhid@gmail.com
@nuscsc.bhid
Location:
Bishan Street 13
Singapore 579798
(Next to Zion Bible Presbyterian Church)
Dates:
Saturdays, 10AM- 12PM

Being a volunteer leader at BHID has made
me more capable of helping out volunteers
who have trouble communicating with the
beneficiaries. As we don’t normally get much
chance to interact with PWIDs, volunteers
may face some communication difficulties
initially. That’s why we try to keep our
programmes fun for all so as to facilitate
interaction. Coming down to BHID every
Saturday mor ning to have fun with
beneficiaries has been a really fun and
positive experience for me!
Tan Ser Min, Vice-Chairperson
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INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY

MINDSVILLE@NAPIRI
MINDSville@Napiri is one of CSC’s 3 RVPs under the Intellectual Disability sector.
We conduct activities for our beneficiaries every Saturday from 3-6pm at
Hougang!
We plan games, learning activities and sports for our beneficiaries. As we cater to
the same group of beneficiaries throughout the year, we volunteers and
beneficiaries have become part of a MINDSville community! Not only do our
beneficiaries greet us warmly upon meeting us every Saturday, we also know
most of their names and hobbies. Their usual practice of calling us korkor and
jiejie (Chinese for ‘brother’ and ‘sister’) becomes reality every week as we interact
with them and are passionate to help them. New volunteers are always welcome
to join our loving, inclusive family.

At MINDSville@Napiri, volunteers are given the opportunity to plan regular sessions, and I
have seen how they give their time and effort so willingly and creatively! There was once
some volunteers planned a ‘magic show’ for our beneficiaries, which included the
transformation of coins to sweets, levitating ketchup packets and secret messages revealed
through fire. We believe that through such opportunities, volunteers are more inspired to
serve the needs of our beneficiaries, and engage them thoroughly. This develops closer
bonds within our MINDSville family. Furthermore, through the planning process itself, our
volunteers also bond and become great friends!
Ng Woon Yong, Chairperson
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INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY
mindsville.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.mindsvillenapiri
nuscsc.mindsville@gmail.com
Location: MINDSville@Napiri
7 Lorong Napiri, Singapore 547533
Dates:
Saturdays, 3PM – 6PM
Like many, my initial motivation had been
to try something new. I was rather
apprehensive the first time I was there,
because I didn’t know what to do or say,
and how the residents at MINDSville would
react. Over time, this initial apprehension
has dissipated as I got to know the
residents, and vice versa. For me, the best
part is when the residents enthusiastically
greet the volunteers at the start of the
project; I see from their excitement that
they genuinely appreciate our company. In
the same way, we volunteers also treasure
this time because not only are our
beneficiaries our friends, they continue to
teach us new lessons every week. I am glad
to be part of MINDSville, and I believe you
will too.

Our beneficiaries in MINDSville@Napiri
treated each and every volunteer, new or
experienced, with the same warmth and
respect. Their joy and energy really
motivated me to do my best in my role as a
Programmes Head in planning for activities
to teach them various life skills. Working
alonside fellow friendly and passionate
volunteers, I felt we undoubtedly made a
positive difference in the lives of our
beneficiaries. I am therefore thoroughly
grateful for the opportunity to volunteer in
MINDSville, and highly encourage new
volunteers to step forward and join our
MINDSville family in serving our
beneficiaries!
Gan Ding Han, Programmes & Logistics

Lee Hui Ying, Programmes & Logistics
Head
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SPIRIT OF GIVING
Grant A Wish XIII
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SPIRIT OF GIVING

GRANT A WISH XIII
Grant A Wish (GAW) aims to bring smiles across children’s faces by granting their
wishes. GAW XIII targeted children from underprivileged background and their
families by initiating the household wishes segment. Not only were the
beneficiaries’ wishes granted, our volunteers gained takeaways from the
beneficiary group and demonstrated the spirit of giving during the events.

Grant A Wish embodies the spirit of giving and I'm happy to be part of the GAW
family! It has been a tough but rewarding journey as we managed to gift the
children and their families with presents, hope and much more. Thank you to all
(beneficiaries, volunteers and donors) for making GAW a great success. Last but
not least, thank you GAW XIII for embarking on this journey and hope you guys
will remember the mermaids, pirates, wish fairies and seaweeds.
Lim Shiao Kee, Project Director
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SPIRIT OF GIVING
wish.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.gaw
nuscsc.gaw@gmail.com
@nuscsc.gaw
Time Period:
July - January
After getting the gift for my beneficiary, I
am glad to have had the opportunity to
volunteer for the GAW event. The GAW
organisers executed the event perfectly
and made it a breeze for the volunteers.
At the end of the event, seeing the joy on
the faces of the children as they receive
their gift was indeed worthwhile.
Joel Foo, Volunteer

I have always wanted to join Grant A Wish
and I finally mustered my courage to join
during my final year. Despite having to put in
more effort in juggling between my final year
project in the lab and the commitments of
Grant A Wish XIII, I never regretted my
decision as I found true joy when working
with my friends and doing something for the
beneficiaries. Grant A Wish XIII was where
l i k e - m i n d e d s t u d e n t s f ro m d i ff e re n t
faculties come together for one purpose which is to better the lives of our
beneficiaries. I felt glad that I had known
more friends through CSC and being able to
work together and have fun as a CSC family.
Come join the big and warm CSC family ,
everyone !:)
Lim Kah Suan, Publicity Assistant

GAW was the first university project that
I've joined. From wish collections,
adoption drive to parties, we supported
each other and push through the tough
times. Aside from working hard, we play
hard too! Friendship doesn't just end
when the project ends! With frequent
outings and bonding sessions, we always
get to chill and talk as one family!
Song Jia Yi, Marketing and Logistics
Assistant
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SPIRIT OF GIVING

SIGNATURE LOVE PROJECT XIII
Signature Love Project is an annual fund raising project that aims to help specially
selected beneficiaries raise funds and awareness. Using a concept of “$2-for-asignature”, our project seeks help from the public to not only donate, but also
leave a signature or message as a pledge of support towards the beneficiary.

SLP has been the most fulfilling experience in my journey of community service. Leading the
project has given me the chance to make a different kind of contribution – which is to
cultivate and exemplify the spirit of volunteerism to my peers around me, so as to spur them
on to make the difference that they never knew they could make. Plus, it has been most
joyous to find my bunch of crazy SLP family who work hard, play hard and most importantly,
are the most generous people with a heart of gold.

Ong Shiqing Andrea, Project Director
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SPIRIT OF GIVING
signature.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.slp
nuscsc.slp@gmail.com
@nuscsc.slp
Time Period:
December - March

I love my experience in SLPXIII! It
was an eye-opening experience as I
s a w h o w m u c h s t re n g t h a n d
perseverance the single mothers
displayed despite the going through
countless difficulties. Apart from
that, I thoroughly enjoyed every
single moment spent with my
organizing committee. We bonded
so much through hands-on sessions
and beneficiary visits. It was
definitely a fun filled and fulfilling
journey.
Lee Ying Lei Regine, Publicity Head

My SLP experience has been
extremely memorable. I am grateful
to have met friendly, trustworthy and
encouraging proggies who know
how to work hard yet play hard. It
was a unforgettable experience
interacting with and learning from
the single mothers every week! I
found bonds I hold dear to my heart
during these visits.
Charmaine Eu Hui Min, Programmes
Assistant

As I look back at the first awkward
photo I took with my VM cell, I never
expected that we would grow so close
and bond well until today. We even
went on a JB road trip together! I am
thankful to have met these enthusiastic
people who I can now call close friends
Lee Jia Min Jasmine, Volunteer
Management Head
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SPIRIT OF ENGAGING

PAINT-A-HOME XVII
Paint-A-Home improves the living conditions of the beneficiaries in need,
bringing colours and meaning to their lives. We aim to provide a fresh coat of
paint to beneficiaries living in one/two room rental flats, thereby enhancing the
quality of life. Paint-A-Home starts its preparation from February onwards,
leading up to the actual event in June.

The journey of PAH XVII hasn’t been easy, be it in the preparation phase with my OC
members or the actual event phase with all the volunteers coming together to provide a fresh
coat of paint for the elderly. As our tagline ‘Paint-A-Home, Paint-A-Hope’ suggests, this
project has indeed helped in instilling hope in the community as I see everyone going the
extra mile to show their care for the beneficiaries.
Joscelin Ong Jia Xin, Project Director
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SPIRIT OF ENGAGING
http://nuscscpah.wixsite.com/pahxvii

I always say that the hallmark of
every bonded OC is their ability to
engage in friendly banter. This is the
PAH XVII committee. We started out
as casual acquaintances, but through
shared experiences have made
formidable friendships. Truly, it has
been a blessing to be a part of it!

facebook.com/nuscsc.pah
nuscsc.pah@gmail.com
@nuscsc.pah
Time Period:
February - June

Lai You Sheng Lester, Volunteer
Management Assistant

It was a meaningful experience despite
the hectic schedule. I think it is
interesting that we can paint mural in
the elderly's house. I can feel the
camaraderie between the volunteers
even though we have met one another
for the first time.
Pearlyn Ser, Volunteer

From the endeavours we have faced
together as an OC, a special bond
has been formed in our OC. As PAH
OC, problematic units were common
as we paint till past 9pm, with our
energy soaked up like paint to a
roller. However, what fuelled our
motivation was our common goal to
make our beneficiaries’ house better;
the sight of everyone working hard
to make what we envisioned a
success.
Lam Kai Cong Desmond, Logistics
Assistant
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SPIRIT OF ENGAGING

PROJECT C.A.N. XIII
Project C.A.N. XIII is a food donation drive that aims to spread volunteerism
amongst both the NUS Community and the general public while raising
awareness for the beneficiaries that we have chosen to work with this year. This is
done via the collection and distribution of canned food and dried food rations
which takes place on the weekends in the month of July. In addition to this, to
encourage our beneficiaries’ to eat healthily, the theme of our project this year is
“Healthy cooking, Healthy eating” where a calendar with recipes on the flip-side
was printed and distributed to the beneficiaries that we visited.

Project C.A.N. XIII has been a bittersweet journey for me where I’ve met so many
like-minded people who were willing to embark on this long journey together
with the common goal of doing something that will benefit our beneficiaries.
Although we gave up our weekends in the whole month of June and July for
Project C.A.N., I’ve come to affectionately refer the C.A.N. OC members as my
C.A.N. family and I am sure everyone in the organizing committee have learnt
something new from this experience.
Stanrly Moo Jia Lir, Project Director
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SPIRIT OF ENGAGING
can.nus-csc.org

CSC have been a very helpful and
kind family during the long and
tedious journey of Project C.A.N.
XIII. This was shown in their
willingness to volunteer long hours
on weekends and go through
tedious phases with us. The filtering
and packing process were long and
tiring, yet the CSC family still
showed up and displayed their
volunteerism attitude.

facebook.com/nuscsc.can
nuscsc.can@gmail.com
@nuscsc.projectcan
Time Period:
February - July

Lim Zhi Yun, Marketing Assistant

Project C.A.N. was a great journey with
a group of people from vastly different
backgrounds and yet we form a tight
knitted family. The volunteers were
really supportive throughout the
different phases and showed us all the
true spirit of volunteerism. Good job
Project C.A.N. XIII.
Lim Wei Xian, Volunteer Management
Assistant
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SPIRIT OF VOLUNTEERISM

CSC Day XI
CSC DAY XI is a yearly event organised by CSC that invites all participating RVPs
under the CSC wing for a day of fun and games, right in the home of our
volunteers: NUS! CSC DAY is a particularly different SP from the rest as it enables
volunteers to get in touch with all three sectors of beneficiaries all at once,
providing them with a different, yet memorable experience.

CSC DAY was my first and last SP in CSC, and it holds a special place in my heart.Till date, I
still thoroughly remember every detail throughout the entire event, every crisis and every
hiccup. However, what really matters at the end of the day is when the beneficiaries enjoy
themselves and it shows on their faces that they really did enjoy the event. It was my first
time being APD for an event as well, and it was both stressful and fun. I am, however,
wonderfully blessed with a hardworking OC with cooperative members that made this
journey all the more better!
Chua Pei Yi, Assistant Project Director
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SPIRIT OF VOLUNTEERISM
day.nus-csc.org
facebook.com/nuscsc.day
nuscsc.day@gmail.com
@nuscsc.cscday
Time Period:
October - January

I started off my journey with CSC by
volunteering in CSC Day. During the entire
event, I had a lot of opportunities to interact
with beneficiaries across all 3 sectors, and
talk to them on a personal level. It really puts
a smile on my face whenever I see them
enjoying themselves during the event.

Yeo Hong Liang, Programmes Head

In general, my opinion is that CSC Day has
been effective in bringing a smiles to our
beneficiaries from the various of sectors of
CSC. But perhaps what has struck me even
more is the effect it has had on the
volunteers. It was good to see how the
youth volunteers stepped up to the
challenge of volunteering, in terms of how
they interacted with the other beneficiaries
and tried their best to engage them. I
think CSCDAY has been really effective in
empowering the youth volunteers! And on
top of that, it was also good to see how
CSCDAY managed to attract new student
volunteers into the CSC family. Overall, I
feel that CSCDAY has satisfied its
objective of putting a smile on the faces of
our beneficiaries, as well as volunteerism
among our volunteers!
Ong Zhi Yong Gary, Logistics Head
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SPIRIT OF VOLUNTEERISM

ETHELONTÊR XIII
Ethelontêr, "Spirit of Volunteerism" in Greek, is a freshman social camp hoping to
introduce CSC and its many volunteering platforms to freshmen to build an
enthusiastic youth volunteering community as well as lasting friendships. Over the
past 10 years, Ethelontêr has become one of the club's most crucial projects,
having a substantial number of freshmen and councillors go on to serve the
community by participating in the club's Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs)
and Special Projects (SPs).

The transition from an OC member in Ethelontêr XII to a PD in E13 has not been
easy. However, the countless genuine connections formed throughout E13, made
possible by potential volunteers, interacting in Ethelontêr’s considerate and
honest environment, continue to remind me of what makes Ethelontêr so worth
it. Memories of the ‘karaoke session’ with the councillors after pre-camp and my
E12 OG helping E13 in various capacities truly made the E13 an unforgettable
journey through Magical Realms.
Vincent Sim, Assistant Project Director
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SPIRIT OF VOLUNTEERISM
ethelonter.nus-csc.org

Being part of the E13 OC I must
admit has been a challenging
process, but what makes this arduous
task seem so effortless is the neverending laughter and joy that
accompanies the numerous meetings
and meetups that we have. Really
thankful for the unforgettable
memories that E13 has brought
about.

facebook.com/nuscsc.ethelonter
nuscsc.eth@gmail.com
@nuscsc.ethelonter
Time Period:
February - July

Kenneth Peh, Volunteer Extravaganza
Assistant

I've met approachable seniors who
made sure that we're always safe,
comfortable and enjoying ourselves,
made amazing friends from different
backgrounds and faculties but with the
same heart to serve the community,
and participated in many fun yet
meaningful activities. Ethelontêr was
the best camp experience I could've
asked for:)
Zhang Chuqiao, Freshman

One of the most memorable
experiences I gained in E13 was from
Volunteering Extravaganza, one of the
main highlights of camp! I got to
volunteer in sectors I haven't had
experience in, like children with
intellectual disability, which was
refreshing. Listening to honest
reflections from my group mates
afterwards was a good learning
opportunity for me on improving as a
volunteer!
Liew Le Xuan, Key Councillor
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BP Mentoring
CityCare
Trybe
Youth Horizons
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EXTERNAL PARTNERS

BP MENTORING
NUS-BP Mentoring is a club of NUS undergraduates (and alumni) whom serve as
mentors to their younger peers. Our mentors head down to Geylang Methodist
School (Primary) every Saturday to guide a selected group of Primary 3-5
students. During the weekly sessions, the mentors guide the mentees on
academic matters as well as engage them through a combination of games and
experiential learning.

Joining BP Mentoring is a decision I
never regretted! Through it, I am able
to forge valuable friendships with my
fellow mentors who come from different
faculties. Also, my weekly interaction
with my adorable mentees have caused
a unique bond to be developed
between us and this gives me the
motivation to never miss a mentoring
session! I have been involved in BP
Mentoring since JC so I’m really excited
to continue serving in NUS and
contribute to the club.
Megan Heng, President
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www.nusbpmentoring.zxq.net
facebook.com/nusbpmentoring
president.nusbpmentoring@gmail.com
For me, “We are nothing but a child
trapped inside that of an adult shell.”
While we are obsessed in searching for
connections among peers now, we often
neglect the bonds that we have forged
with children. Often, we worry about what
the children will become tomorrow, yet we
forget that they are “someone” today. Let
us not only be mentors to children, but
friends that support each other. Let us
celebrate this forgotten relationship and
not forget that we were once children
seeking for reaffirmation.

NUS-BP Mentoring is a platform to love and
be loved. Helping them with their
schoolwork is just a small element of what we
do. We are there to give our attention and
care; and to receive their smiles of joy and
gleaming eyes as they say, “Thank You
Cher!”

Benson Lee, Vice-President

Sugiarto Erifin, Volunteer

Being a part of NUS-BP Mentoring has been fun and fulfilling; for me, BP Mentoring is not
just an ordinary weekly mentoring session, but it has kindled a lot of personal meaning. Upon
joining this programme, I felt that I had developed an inexplicable bond between me and my
mentee. His curiosity, tenderness and innocence were the main reasons why I had always
been waiting for Saturdays to come faster. With him having graduated from the school, I am
looking forward to meeting my newly-assigned mentee and sharing happiness together.
Kevin Christian, Secretary

Being a part of NUS-BP Mentoring has been fun and
fulfilling; for me, BP Mentoring is not just an ordinary
weekly mentoring session, but it has kindled a lot of
personal meaning. Upon joining this programme, I felt that I
had developed an inexplicable bond between me and my
mentee. His curiosity, tenderness and innocence were the
main reasons why I had always been waiting for Saturdays
to come faster. With him having graduated from the school,
I am looking forward to meeting my newly-assigned mentee
and sharing happiness together.

Kelvin Tanidi, Coordinator
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CSC BIRTHDAY
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CSC CHALET
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VAD/VAW
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GAMES DAY
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14 MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

(left to right)
3rd Row:

Eric Peh Hon Tong, Yeo Wei Ming Kelvin, Lam Zhi Tat Alvin

2nd Row:

Tan Kah Min, Lee Yoke Bing Sharon, Yeo Yi Xuan,
Wang Zheng, Lim Shiao Kee, Ng Si Han, Manali Paras Mehta,
Yeo Min Xiu Sherlin

1st Row:

Chia Ren Bin, Lim Shiao Wei, Ng Aik Loong (Kenneth),
Vincent Sim, Alvin Poh Leong Ann, Tan Yan Rong Felicia,
Lim Wei Xian
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It was never going to be easy juggling school work and
CSC in my final year, but it was worth it. I knew who
my true friends were and they supported me when the
going gets tough. This is what CSC should be and
ought to be - to be a family and a friend, and raise
each other higher and watch each other grow. Looking
back one year ago, I would still make the same
decision. It was always going to be for the sake of
creating a family culture, supporting friends and
developing our volunteers.

Chia Ren Bin, Vice-President (Special Projects)
It was a great experience being in 14MC as I could
contribute more to CSC and be part of the effort to
make CSC a family. And indeed, all these MC work,
including some difficult times, have made everyone
grow, get closer and bond together emotionally. Apart
from MC bonding, we were also on the ground
volunteering, spreading the spirit of volunteerism to
the RVP or SP level and making friends with them.
Thus, I really feel that CSC is a family with likeminded individuals always ready to volunteer
regardless of whatever additional roles they are
taking up.

Yeo Min Xiu Sherlin, General Treasurer
When I joined CSC, I came in with the intention of
making friends in university. After 1 year in CSC, the
people I knew through CSC felt more like my family
than my friends. They are a group of friendly and
genuinely kind hearted people, whom I am never afraid
to show my weaknesses and my crazy side to, as I
know they will accept me the way I am (just like my
family)! Although this year was not all smooth-sailing
and easy, the people I met through joining CSC made
the journey worth every bit.

Lim Wei Xian, Logistics Director
60

Joining the MC has given me opportunities not only to learn as
a committee member, but also as a volunteer. I am thankful for
the past two years of volunteering experience, and I learnt to
appreciate small things in life that are often neglected. Also,
the friends you make through volunteering events are meant to
last, and I’m very glad I chose to spend most of my days in NUS
so far in CSC. “We all have something within us that this world
needs.” – I hope that everyone can find joy in volunteering and
appreciate our beneficiaries in society.

Tan Kah Min, Assistant Secretary (Co-opted)

The great Descartes once said, "If you would be a
real seeker after truth, it is necessary that at least
once in your life you doubt, as far as possible, all
things." However, my time spent in CSC has taught me
that doubt is overrated in every sense of the word as
I find myself overwhelmed by the support and
authenticity of the people I have met in the club.
Instead, perhaps I should offer a superior quote to
Descartes: Doubt that which you must, but doubt not
that which you must not. #frensnfamily

Eric Peh Hon Tong, Deputy Volunteer Management Director
It has been a bittersweet journey in the 14th
Management Committee in CSC, as the Volunteer
Management Cell. It was great working alongside with
like-minded friends who have a heart and passion for
volunteering. Also, I got to make new friends as I take
part in different MC events and assist in both the RVP
and SP! It was tough juggling different commitments
but nevertheless, it was an interesting experience
discussing and looking at ways to improve the club.
Thanks to everyone I have embarked the journey with
and especially so to my trusty VM deputy!:)

Lim Shiao Kee, Volunteer Management Director
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VOLUNTEER LEADERS
We would like to thank the following volunteer leaders and their committees for their
invaluable contributions in making a difference to the lives of our beneficiaries and
volunteers.

Regular Volunteering Programmes

Clementi Youth Sparks
Dayspring
TEACH!
Yishun Reading Stars
Youth Beacons
Havenue
L-derly Befrienders
T.H.E. Seniors
Best Buddies
Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled
MINDSville@Napiri

Ng Wei Ghee & Phua Ying Jie
Yvonne Goh Jia Yu & Choo Yuen Han
Bianche Lim Yi Lei & Louis Wong Choon Kit
Stanrly Moo Jia Lir & Tan Jun Hui
Lim Hui Xuan Clara & Loy Yong Shin
Ho Zhi Hao Moses & Koh Li Juan
Fennie Wong Choy Chin & Eileen Phoa Ying Ning
Ang Shi Min Charmaine & Ong Zhi Yong Gary
Lee Hui En & Neo Hui Yi
Tan Mei Ling & Tan Ser Min
Ng Woon Yong & Tao Ying

Special Projects
Grant A Wish XIII
Signature Love Project XIII
CSC Day XI
Paint-A-Home XVII
Project C.A.N. XIII
Ethelontêr XIII
Love Export VIII

Lim Shiao Kee, Ng Xi Hui & Ong Siong Loong
Ong Shiqing Andrea & Wang Zheng
Kang Wee Jing & Chua Pei Yi
Joscelin Ong Jia Xin, Marcus Tan Yong Leng & Tan Song Kai
Stanrly Moo Jia Lir, Yeo Wei Ming, Kelvin & Lee Mei Hui Cheryl
Poh Yee Heng, Lim Yen Ivy & Vincent Sim
Hua Ying Ying & Poh Yutong

14th Management Committee
President
Vice-President (Regular Programmes)
Vice-President (Special Projects)
General Secretary
Assistant Secretary (Co-opted)
General Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Business Director (Co-opted)
Deputy Business Director
Deputy Publications & Publicity Director
Deputy Publications & Publicity Director (Co-opted)
Volunteer Management Director
Deputy Volunteer Management Director
Volunteer Welfare Director
Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director
Logistics Director
NUSSU Exco Representatives

Ng Aik Loong (Kenneth)
Lim Shiao Wei
Chia Ren Bin
Yeo Yi Xuan
Tan Kah Min
Yeo Min Xiu Sherlin
Yeo Wei Ming, Kelvin
Tan Yan Rong Felicia
Wang Zheng
Lam Zhi Tat Alvin
Ng Si Han
Lim Shiao Kee
Eric Peh Hon Tong
Lee Yoke Bing Sharon
Vincent Sim
Lim Wei Xian
Manali Paras Mehta & Alvin Poh Leong Ann
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SPONSORS
We would also like to thank the following sponsors for their generous support for our
projects and programmes in the past year.
1,2,Oh-Shoot
77th Street
77th Street Pte Ltd
90s Candy Society
ABK Leasing
Active Red
Aly Energy Singapore Pte Ltd
Artbox
Aver Asia (S) Pte Ltd
BBQ Wholesale Centre
Bideas Food Industries
Botak Jones
BrightMinds
Bubble Bump LLP
Buck Tile St. Café
Butterprints
Caffe Bene
Campus Magazine/ Stamford Press Pte Ltd
Carousell
Cetaphil
Chewy Junior
City Developments Limited
Clothing Candy
Clouet Trading Pte Ltd
Community Engagement Fund
Curtex Pte Ltd
DBS
Denis Group
Draeger Safety Asia
Dunkin Donut
Escape Hunt Experience Singapore
Explorer Kid
Extra Space Marymount Pte Ltd
ExxonMobil Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Federation of Youth Clubs Singapore
Freia Medical Aesthetics Pte Ltd
GNC
GoroGoro Steamboat & Korean Buffet
Green Earth Tank Hub Pte Ltd
GTI Media
Heartland Mall
Himalayan Drug Company
Hockhua Tonic
Hosen Group
Huationg Holdings Pte Ltd
I'm KIM Korean BBQ
IGARD
J I Trading & Manufacturing Pte Ltd
JD Global Pte Ltd
Junction 8
Kansai Paint

Kokomama Marketplace
KS Food Industries
Lennox & Ooi Media Pte Ltd
Leung Kai Fook Medical Company
Lot One Shoppers' Mall
M1
Mad4bakes
Magazines Integrated
Mary Chia
Matsui Hair Studio
Megazip Adventure Park
MGP
Ministry of Social and Family Development
Nipo International Pte Ltd
NUS Co-op
NUSSU BizCom
Pantrade Pacific Pte Ltd
Party & BBQ Wholesale Center
Perfect Food Manufacturing (M) Sdn Bhd
Pestbusters
Pilot
Play Nation Pte Ltd
Popular Rent-A-Car
Project SMILE
Q & M Dental
Real Yoga
ShopBack
Sinflora (S) Pte Ltd
Singapore Botanic Gardens (National Orchid Gardens)
Singapore Pools (Private) Limited
Singapore Turf Club
Sixth Empire
Skychem Pte Ltd
SPH Foundation
Sunray Woodcraft Construction Pte Ltd
Swee Choon Tim Sum Restaurant
Swensen's
Tat Hui Foods Pte Ltd
Tea Tozz
The Royal Bistro
The Sample Store
Tipex Pte Ltd
Toby's Estate
Tohtonku
TWE Singapore Pte Ltd
Twelve Cupcakes Pte Ltd
Urbanhair Ginrich
Vigcon Construction Pte Ltd
Wah Mee Silk Screen Printing
Youth.sg
Zalora Singapore
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